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Evaluation of the Kidderminstcr, Blakcdown and Haglcy Bypass and A449 Link 

Duncan L Brown 

1 Summary 

Archaeological evaluation of the route of the . . 
Bypass and A449 Link was undertaken at the 
request of the Department of Transport. The 
evaluation followed the principles oJ a 
research design and proposal prepared fry the 
County Archaeological Service of HereJord 
and Worcester County Council, in 
consultation with the Department and English 
Heritage. This has involved desk~based, 
aerial photographic and historical research, 
archaeological fieldwork. It has also tapped 
information from local archaeological and 
historical societies based at Wolverley and 
Cooklry, Hagley and Wychbury. 

Fieldwork carried out on the Kidderminster, 
Blakedown and Hagley Bypass did not 
identify significant deposits at any of the sites 
selected for evaluation. At Torton (Evaluation 
Area 1), a Roman finds scatter (HWCM 
1256) derivedfrom an undefined core area 
did not ~pread onto the route of the Bypass. 
However, Neolithic flints were recovered 
from the topsoil (IIWCM 15596). At Iverley 
(Fvnll1ntir)ll Area 3), the Roman road from 
Droitwich to Greemforge (IIWCM 3152) had 
been eroded away due to constant use from 
Roman times to the present day. Round Hill 

, c ose 0 y . 
(llWCM 339), Hagley (Evaluation Area 4), 
was investigated as a possible burial mound. 
No evidence for a burial could be found, 
while the mound was shown to be a natural 
deposit. Close by, evidence for Romano
British or Iron Age occupation (HWCM 3167) 
does not to occur close to the proposed road 
line. Further to the east, earthworks 
associated with a medieval field system 
(IIWCM 3232) were not encountered close to 
the road line, although a significant amount 
of disturbance or removal of deposits appears 
to have taken place, either through 
quanying, or through landscapmg aSsoclOte 
with the present road. 

On the A449 Link (Evaluation Area 5), a 
tte scatter 

(HWCM 2381). and remains associated with 
the Anglo-Saxon minster estate at Ismere 
(IIWCM 1178) could not be traced. Further 
north, at Caunsall Bridge (Evaluation Area 
6), further flint was recovered from sites 
already recorded as flint scatters (HWCM 
12120 and 12217). No buried archaeological 
features were identified to compare with the 
nearby cropmarks (HWCM 135). Surface 
finds in neighbouring fields suggest that in 
this area there was low level prehistoric and 
Roman activity. 

confirm the presence of any additional 
archaeological sites. However, new sites had 
already been identified and registered wilh 
the County Sites and Monuments Record 
since the completion of the most recent 
archaeological assessment in February 1992 
(Brown and Woodiwiss 1992). The evidence 
of the evaluation has produced no indication 
that nationally important archaeological 
remains will be directly affected by the 
construction ot the Bypass. However, 
archaeological sites of lesser importance will 
be disturbed, and, as with any road scheme, . . .' 

undiscovered, archaeological remains will be 
encountered during road construction. 

A rapid assessment of the methods used and 
results produced by past linear development 
schemes has also been included. This has 
been related to the potential for recovery of 
important archaeolo!;ical information through 
the monitoring of groundworks. 

The proposed Bypass route passes close to a 
scheduled ancient monument (Wychbury 
Camp). Recommendations have been made 
towar s an appraisa 0 

Constmction on the setting of this monument. 



2 Introduction 

A scheme has been initiated hy the 
Department of Transport to provide a trunk 
road to bypass Kidderminster, Bl~kedown 
and Hagley. As part of this scheme, the 
County Archaeological Service of Hereford 
and Worcester County Council was requested 
to undertake desktop assessment and 
subsequent field evaluation of the potential 
for important archaeological remains to exist 
along the proposed route. 

An assessment of sites along the route 
recorded on the County Sites and Monuments 
Record (SMR) was made initially in 1990 
(Brown and Woodiwiss 1990). Following 
revisions in the road alignment and the 
introduction of the A449 Link as part of the 
scheme, an updated assessment of 
archaeological sites was made in February 
1992 (Brown and Woodiwiss 1992). These 
assessments were to provide information for 
the Department of Transport's Environmental 
Statement on the route chosen for the 
Kidderminsl.er, Blakedown and Hagley 
Bypass and the associated A449 Link. A 
series of known archaeological sites which 
were likely to be affected were identified, 
and the possible effects of the road scheme 
on archaeological remains was considered 
and described. 

Many archaeological sites in the form of 
standing structures and buried deposits have 
already been eroded, damaged or destroyed 
h" n«.,,;",," h,,,,,.,, .",h';,,, 'T'h~ . ;nn 
~ "de . I f d·~· I . :" an essentla process o· eve opmcnt withIn 
the region will continue to threaten these 
archaeological remains of which only a 
limited and finite amount survives. It is 
therefore important that the surviving 
archaeological remains are accorded 
appropriate treatment in development 
schemes. 
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Government advice on planning and 
archaeological matters has been embodied in 
Planning policy guidance: archaeology and 
planning (PPG16: DoE 1990). The County 
Structure Plan contains policies relating to 
the protection, preservation, excavation and 
recording of sites of archaeological interest 
(Appendix 7). Both of these documents make 
it clear that sites of archaeological interest 
and their settings are a material consideration 
in the planning process. The County 
Structure Plan in particular re-emphasises the 
importance of preserving the archaeological 
heritage (Appendix 7). 

The identification of these sites by the 
County Archaeological Service was 
supplemented by the receipt of a number of 
representations concerning the effect of the 
road scheme on archaeology by individuals 
and groups, following the publication of the 
draft line Orders in May. In the light of this 
information the Department ot" Transport 
requested the County Archaeologica.1 Service 
to undertake a field evaluation along the 
route (DTp Press Notice No: WM 514/92, 
20th August 1992). 

A road scheme of the scale of the 
Kidderminster, Blakedown and Hagley 
Bypass is very likely to coincide with 
archaeological sites. As a resull a specific 
approach has been adopted to ensure that 
archaeological remains are accorded an 
onn,' " in rh .. .-1"",,1, 11 or 
tM~ ~~heme. As a part of this process, the 
significance of known sites needs to he 
assessed. It is also important that an 
assessment of the potential for unrecorded 
sites is also made, so that provision for the 
recording of significant sites can be made. By 
this process, it will be possible to ensure that 
all archaeological sites on the route of the 
road scheme will receive appropriate 
tre~tmenL 



3 Aims 

A research design and proposal was drawn up 
for the archaeological evaluation of the route 
of the Kidderminster, Blakedown and I1agley 
Bypass and A449 Link (HWCC 1992a). This 
evaluation was to consist of: 

I Field evaluation of known sites, 

2 The physical identification of 
previously umecorded sites, 

3 An assessment of the setting of 
important sites, 

4 An assessment of the potential for 
undiscovered sites. 

Some sites had been identified on the SMR, 
since the most recent archaeological 
assessment for the Kidderrninster, Blakcdown 
and Hagley Bypass and A449 Link (Brown 
and Woodiwiss 1992), but prior to the 
commencement of fieldwork. Tn onc instance 
a site was incorporated into an evaluation 
area. In aH other cases, rapid Held survey, or 
a field visit were to he made to assist with 
desk-top evalnation. Other areas were 
evaluated by field visits and rapid field 
survey. Field evaluations were carried out in 
the six areas recommended for evaluation in 
the research design and proposal (HWCC 
1 YY2a; Fig 1). It was consIdered that these 
known sites would represent most, if not all, 
of the major sites Iikcly to be present on the 
route. 
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An assessment of the potential for previously 
unknown sites likely to be affected by 
construction work has been made. This is 
hast:d Ull tilt: results of the field evaluations, 
and on the incidence of sites encountered by 
archaeological monitoring of othcr linear 
developments. A comment is also included 
concerning strategies employed by previous 
archaeologists for salvage recording on linear 
developments. 

In one case (Evaluation Area 4), the setting 
of an important archaeological site, scheduled 
under the Ancient Monuments and 
Archaeological Areas Act 1979 will be 
affected by the construction of the road. A 
comment on the effect on the setting of the 
monumem is also illl:IUlit:!l iu l11i8 section of 
the report. 

The aim of the evaluation in each area was to 
locate archaeological remains and determine, 
if present, their extent, state of preservation, 
dare, type, vulnerability and documentation. 
In some instances, quality of sctting and 
amenity value were also considered. This 
allows the significance of sites to he 
established, and allows recommendations for 
an appropriate treatment to be made, which 
could then be integrated with the proposed 
development programme. More detailed aims 
for particular areas of the project have been 
outlined in the research design and proposal 
(HWCC 1992a). 



4 Methods 

The field evalUation employea a vanety 01 
fieldwork techniques designed to answer 
specific archaeological questions and to 
assess the potential for archaeological 
remains at each particular site. In some cases, 
the choice of technique used incorporated 
methods intended to minimise disruption to 
standing crops. The previously recorded 
archaeological sites were divided into six 
areas for field evaluation. This division was 
madc on a geographical basis, since, in some 
cases, more than onc recorded site occurred 
within an Evaluation Area. 

In most areas a series of carefully located 
trenches (30m long and up to 2.3m widc) 
were used as the principal fieldwork 
technique. These were excavated by 
mechanical excavator removing topsoil or 
ploughsoil to the interface with the subsoil. 
This was cleaned further by shovel and 
trowel to identify and define any 
archaeological featurcs present. Each trench 
was then planncd, photographed and 
recorded, and any features CIIl;uulltt'lcd were 
investigated. In Evaluation Area 4, two 
additional trenches were excavated by 
mechanical excavator to test spccific areas for 
archaeological remains. Also in Evaluation 
Area 4, hand augering was employed to 
define the nature and extent of a periglacial 
deposir of sands and gravels. III parts of 
Evaluation Areas 3 and 5 a series of test -pits 
were excavated by hand. These were one 
mptrp . "nil 0 .... (~()%\ of th ... -,. ,. " 

contents were sievcd through a lOmm mesh 
to retrieve finds. The deposits in these test
pits, particularly the subsoil revealed in the 
base, were also carefully recorded. In all lhe 
areas examined, surface finds were collected 
as observed, and were used as a comparative 

.1. ',1. ,t.. .~ ~ 'P' • 

In some instances il. was expected that thc 
initial strategy would not produce significant 
quantities of archaeological inrormation. In 
these cases additional information was sought 
by topsoil sicving, limited ficldwalking, or 
earthwork survey. This was inknded to 
assess the reliability of the ini tial technique 
chosen for fieldwork in t.hese areas. In each 
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case, Care1UJ l".':J,;'."l1l1";UJ,; '''''' ',; 
techniques enabled the choice of the most 
effective means of evaluation in each 
fieldwork area. 

Vegetation in many of the areas obscured 
much of the surface of the ground. 
Consequently field-walking fOT surface fiads 
was not considered to be a useful technique 
for extensive survey. Geophy sical survey was 
included in the r"s".rch de~ign and proposal 
as a potentially valuable technique. The 
primary role of geophysical survey in this 
project was intended to be for the definition 
of extents of known archaeological deposits. 
In no case was this intensive survey method 
found to be necessary. Geophysical survey 
was not used as an extensive survey method. 

The identitlcation of sites not recorded on the 
SMR was umjertakcn through documentary 
research and limited fieldwork. These 
techniques are typical of the continuous and 
on-going process of enhanceml:'nt of th" 
SMR. ror thc Bypass route and the A449 
Link, a substantial amount of documentary 
research had already been undertaken in 
preparation for the assessment. Some new 
information had become availablc, which 
included fieldwork report~ and artefacts from 
local groups, aerial photographs and 
cartographic sources. Fieldwork involved 
visits to known sites, and inspection of areas 
of unknown potential from public footpaths. 
Th;< "nlDloved some of the rauid field 
recording teChniques developcd by the 
Marches Uplands Survey (HWCC 1992b). 

All recurding of fieldwork was carried out 
according to standard County Archaeological 
Service recording practice (County 
An'hop"],,,,;,·"1 ",..,.\f;r,.. RI '''n2: Svstem 

9~ 

1988 as amendt:d). 

The reports of work carried out in each 
Evaluarion Area an~ pr(:s(;ulc:u separately. 
Each Evaluation Area report contains a set of 
information specifk to that area. 111is details 
the archaeological backgronnd, the setting 
and land use of the site, fieldwork 
undertaken, assessment and conclusions. 



5 Evaluation Area 1: Tm·ton 

Bad.ground 

In the Tartan area (HartJcbury; Pig 2), 
towards the SOUOlt:l1I tolld of the Bypass route, 
fieldwork was undertaken in a field 150m 
north-east of Goldness House on a site 

cd as a brickworks (HWCM 5835). A 
concentration of Roman pottery and a coin 
had previously been found in the fields to the 
west (HWCM 1256), possibly indicating the 
presence of a Romano-British settlement. The 
proximity of the site to a stream might have 
resulted in the survival of waterlogged 
material of a high standard of preservation. 

Geology, setting and land use 

This geological area is one of Lower Keuper 
Sandstones overlain by Bridgnorth 
Association Brown sands. The field slopes 

.1. ,.]""'ft to " <f~.' to th" north-w';st 

which rises at Torton and t10ws to the Severn 
via Hatlebury Castle moat and mill. The field 
is in arable use, baving been planled with a 
potato crop this year. 

Fieldwork 

Two trenches (each 30 x 2.3m) were 
excavated by machine (trench 1: SO 
84407225 and trench 2: SO 84377220; Fig 
7). No features of an archaeological nature 
were revealed in the trenches, although a 
small quantity of post-medieval material was 
•• rl' .1,~' <. ''''-le 

• 'g'8 . 

There was no evidence that the stream had 
enhanced the preservation of archaeological 
material, either through walerlogging, or 
through burial beneath alluvium. The only 
artefact of particular note recovered during 
excavation was a rragment of worked nint 
from trench 2 (201). High quality flint of this 
type is not usually derived from gravel 
sources. It may therefore have been brought 
into the Midlands to supplement the local 
low-grade pebble flint. The use of high 
quality flint in the Midland~ is a specific 
characteristic of the Neolithic period (Hal 
~ ..... n v,,,."',,uu 1''-'' . ,... ,. .,""~~-

scraper of similar quality flint was recuvered 
as a surface find close tu this trench (Fig 13). 
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Assessment 

The absence of cut features, and the lack of 
waterluggcd or Romun uTtefactual material 
suggests that the previously observed scatter 
of material, prubably representing an 
occupation site in the neighbuuring fields 
(HWCM 1256), does not extend across the 
stream into this area. Roman finds need not 
indicate the precise location of a Romano
British settlement. Roman pottery is 
commonly found in areas at some distance 
aruund settlements (Gaffney and Tingle 
1989). The extensive distribution of Roman 
pottery may relate to material derived from 
manure heaps scattered in arable fields 
surrounding the settlement. 

TIle presence of two Neolithic flints including 
a scraper is at" interest (HWCM 15596). 
However no archaeological deposits could 
be related to the low-level activity indicated 
by the recovery uf these surface finds. It is 
likely that the~e finds represent transient 
Neolithie activity, which will not have left 
any otller traces in the archaeological record. 

The small quantity of brick fragments 
recovered does not conform la the large 
quantities uf brick and other debris which 
might be expected in the vicinity of a brick 
kiln (HWCM 5835). Thi~ brickworks may bl; 
17th, 18th or early 19th ccntury in date. No 
examples of brick-kilns of this date are 

. ' tn h,,, .. h""ft 'It.,,l in H,,' .£, .,' 

and Worcester. Structural evidence for their 
presence is often slight and rarely survives. It 
is therefore unlikely that well preserved 
deposits or waste products relating to this 
industry survive in this area. 

Conclusions 

No archaeological depo~its could he 
identified in Evaluation Area 1. Although 
prehistoric finds were recovered from this 
field, and other cvidence may be related to 
the brick industry, these are not represented 
L . . '01 . 



6 Evaluation Area 2: Low Hill 

Background 

In the Low Hill area (Hartlebury; SO 
842731; Pig 2), fieldwork was planned to test 
for the presence of three barrows (threo 
hlaews) recorded to have been present in a 
charter of c AD 985 (HWCM 134; Hookc 
1990, 321 4). In the 1850s a local 
antiquarian reported 'immediately beneath the 
brow of the hill are a number of mounds, in 
appearance like tumuli' (Allies 1852, 113). 
No more recent evidence for their survival 
exists, although tbe place name 'Low Hill' 
suggests the presence of hlaews. 

Geology, setting and land use 

This geological area is one of Lower Keuper 
Sandstones overlain by Bridgnorth 
Association Brown sands. The Evaluation 
A r,," ;< now level !!fUund at the too of the 
rise known as Low Hill. A slightly higher 
part of Low Hill occurs to the east of the 
A449, although this higher ground is 
detachcd from the Evaluation Area. The 
current land use is as pasture and meadow 
attached to a house known as Low Hill. 

Fieldwork 

The landowners were unwilling to allow 
access to their property for the purposes of 
archaeological evaluation. Consequently, no 
field evaluation or geophysical survey was 

• ,1,;0 o.~o 'n. 0 O;'P ";0' 

showed that no carthwork mounds were 
present in or around this area. 

Assessment 

The precise location of the harrows on Low 
Hill caul d not be determined from the 
documentary evidence. The area of Low Hill 
is much larger than thc area due for 
evaluation, while the barrows could have 
been located almost anywhere around the 
brow of the hill. 
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The amount of subsequent development in 
this area may already have removed all 
evidence for them. The construction of the 
A449 over the crest of Low Hill m~y h"ve 
caused the earthworks to be obscured, and 
could have resulted in their total destruction. 
They may alternatively have been flattened 
through agrIcultural activity, om 1l IS 

possihle, in this case, that they would survive 
as ring-ditches and possibly also a burial. 
Part of the area in which the fieldwork was 
planned had been the site of low cost housing 
dating from the Second World War (C V 
Sturges pers co mm) . Rubble from the 
demolition of these buildings had been buried 
where onc of the trenches identified by the 
research design and proposal (HWCC 1992a) 
had been planned. 

Bronze Age round barrows, where they 
survive as carthworks, arc relatively rare in 
Hereford and Worcester. Eighty-five sites are 
recorded on the SMR, of which seven are 
reasonably well preserved, and 29 further 
sites are known to survive in one form or 
another. Low Hill is one of 35 barrow sites 
where earth works are known not to survive. 
If identified, the potential significance of the 
barrows on Low Hill is therefore very high. 
However, bigh quality remains of the 
barrows are considered unlikely to be 
encountered during COllstruction. 

Conclusions 

The recent disturbancc reported for the areas 
nearest the road, combined with the lack of 
visible evidence for the survival of the 
barrows, may mean that well-preserved 
archaeological deposits are unlikely to 
survive in this area. Should remains of the 
barrows be identified, tbey will be of great 
significance. Since the monuments are not 
visible, their survival need not necessitate 
their physical preservation. Therefore 
preservation hy record (excavation) is likely 
to be the favoured response. 



7 Evaluation Area 3: Iverley 

8ackground 

At Iverley an area at the junction of the 
houndaries of Hereford and Worc~stcr, 
Staffordshire and Dudley Metropolitan 
Borough was investigated (Fig 5). A Roman 
road whieh was subsequently used as a 
saJtway (HWCM 3152) leading from 
Droitwich to Greensforge, forms part of the 
county boundary at this point. This historic 
route is still in use as a footpath, bridleway 
and unadopted road known as County Lane. 
The precise line of the Roman road is not 
certain, since the present path curves, and 
there are also some anomalies in the location 
of the county boundary at this point. It was 
considered possible that this could have 
resulted from the presence of roadside 
settlement of Roman, Saxon or early 
medieval date. 

Geology, setting and land use 

Geologically the area comprises Lower 
Keuper sandstone ovcrlain by Bridgnorth 
Association Brown sands. The ground rises 
steadily to the south to a ridge at the junction 
of the three counties. County Lane is in use 
as a footpath and bridleway. Either side of it 
land use is arable; to the west, a field of beet, 
and to the east, a cereal crop. 

Fieldwork 

. d 'l"' 'J • f 
SI e of County Lane duc to the dlf erent 
cropping arrangements. To the cast of the 
Roman road, in Pedmorc (Dudley 
Metropolitan Borough), two trenches were 
excavated following harvcsting of spring 
barley. To the west of the Roman road, in 
Iverley (Staffordshire), a series of test-pits 
were excavated by hand, samples of topsoil 
were sieved to reCover artefacts, and topsoil 
and subsoil was examined to define 
anomalies which might be derived from 
huried features. It was considered that this 
combination of techniques would 

·c~., .. .."~ 
11lY 11lUl ... a,<o ,,,<0 1_ Vi 

or medieval occupation deposits beside the 
road through the recovery of artefactual 
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material. it was also considered likely that 
should significant remains of the Roman road 
survive beside the present trackway, the 
trcnchcs to thc cast and the test pits to the 
west would identify areas of metalling, or the 
roadside ditches associated with known 
Roman roads elsewhere (Bagshawe 1979). 

Trench 1 (SO 88928142) and trench 2 (SO 
88908142) were excavated by machine (30 x 
I.5m; Fig 8). Neither revealed the presence 
of archaeological surfaces or other features 
and only modern artefacts were recovered. 
Trench 2 contained variations in the subsoil 
which were explored by hand excavation, 
One area which might have represented an 
archaeological feature consisted of an area of 
loose sand and gravel at onc cnd of trench 2. 
The complicated pattern of subsoils in this 
trench was intcrpreted as periglacial 
disturbance. possiblv including a fossil pingo 
where a pond had formed and then silted up 
in a depression left by the mdting of a block 
of ice. The pattern of different subsoils was 
further complicated by truncation from 
plough damage. 

Ten test pits (1 x I m) were excavated to the 
west of thc Roman road (Fig 8). Three (TP3-
5) were in Pcdmorc parish (Dudley 
Metropolitan Borough), the remainder in 
Iverley (Staffordshire). A small quantity of 
post-medieval material was recovered from 
most of the test pits. The subsoil revealed in 
011 .,,_"_ ,p" ~;,. m,< ",,,;<,,1 ,,f Ih ... 

Bridgnorth Ass~cjation als~' identified in 
trench 1. 

County Lane Usel f is a pronounct:d feature 
forming a holloway. It is possible that it 
might contain evidence for the Roman road 
and later saltways. However. since it is a 
footpath and bridlew,lY in current use, no 
attempt was made 1.0 excavate across it's line. 
A record of the profile of the holloway was 
made at three different points (Fig 15). 

Assessment 

No evidence for the existence of the Roman 
road was identified, either in the form of 



the characteriHtic mctalled ~ut'faces and 
ditches of the road itself, or as contemporary 
artefacts. It is possible that the road underlies 
the present line of the trackway; three 
profiles across the bridlepath were drawn 
(Fig 15). These clearly show the extent of 
erosion of the existing trackway from the 
level of the surrounding fields to form a 
holloway. It has been suggested that later 
traffic, particularly in the medieval penod, 
may have used the arcas on either side of the 
agger (metalled roadway), wearing holloways 
in the areas of the Roman ditches (Bagshawe 
1979, 15). However, although a holloway 
exists, there is no evidence for a metalled 
agger, which might be expected to be from 
3m to Srn wide. Thc development of a 
number of parallel medieval tracks and 
holloways alongside the Roman road might 
have given rise to the anomalies noted in the 
county boundary and County Lane at this 
point. 

The longevity of the route now represented 
hy County Lane may have resulted in the 
disappear~llcc of all the physical remains of 
the Roman road. In this area, where gravel is 
easily obtained, it is likely to have been the 
method used for surfacing the road. 

Following the use of this route during Roman 
times, it continued to be employed as a 
saJtway in the medieval period, while local 
inhabitants remember the use of this lane as a 
track used by tractors and other fann vehicles 
in (h" m iddle of this century. Continued 
traffic along this route for nearly two 
thousand years is likely to have eroded the 
mctalled surface of tbe road and created the 
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holloway apparem LOClay. 

Although significant as a landscape feature, a 
holloway is unlikely to comprise a significant 
archaeological site in itself. 

Conclusions 

No deposits of archaeological significance 
were identified during the course of the 
evaluation. The lack of mctalled surfaces or 
other evidence associated with a Roman road 
may be explained by the continuous wear on 
this route for nearly two thousand years. No 
evidence for occupation on or close thiS route 
was identificd. This continuous wear may 
have resulted in the creation of the holloway 
along the line of County Lane. Although the 
location of this holloway is significant, no 
archaeological deposits could be associated 
with it. 



8 Evaluation Area 4; Wychbury Hill 

Background 

The Wychbury Hill Evaluation Area, I-Iaglcy 
(Fig 6) cUIlSis[",d of two principal locations, 
either sid", of the proposed tunnel: to the 
west, in the Round H ill area (Fig 9) and to 
the east, towards Hagley Hill (Fig 10)_ To 
the no,th of this area is Wychbury Hillfort 
(HWCM 339), which is an ancient monument 
scheduled under the Ancient Monuments and 
Archaeological Areas Act 1979 (County 
Monument No West Midlands 7). To the 
south ot' this hillfort are earthworks which, it 
has been suggested, represent' ron Age field 
systems and outlying settlements CHWCM 
3617). Chance Roman finds have been made, 
including the recovery of a coin hoard 
(HWCM 1091) from dust: lu Ulle of a serjes 
of fishponds on the slopes of the hill 
(HWCM 15593). Other medieval features 
include a ridge and furrow field system and 
assuciated earthworks in the eastern area 
(HWCM 3232)_ 

Recently e.Jaims have been made by the 
Wychbury Archaeolugical Society about the 
potential significance of archaeological 
remains on the Bypass route in the Wychbury 
Hill area. These include the possibility that 
Round Hill itself, in the western area, 
represents the site of an ancient burial 
(I-IWCM 9618). Correspundence from the 
Wychbury Archaeological Society to the 
Secretary of State tar Transport (Appendix 4; 
hereafter WAS) has voiced concern over the 
potcntial of the road scheme to damage 
impurtant archaeological sites in the area. 
These pOints arc discussed below. Notes 
towards an assessment of t/le impact of the 
Bypass on the setting of the scheduled ancient 
monument at Wychbury Camp (HWCM 339; 
Ancient Monument Number West Midlands 
7) arc also included (see below). 

Geolol.'Y, setting and land use 

Geologically the area comprises Lower 
Keuper sandstune ovcrlain by Bromsgruve 
Association Brown earths. From Wychbury 
Hill to the north, the ground falls gradually 
away towards Hagley village in the south. 
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Round Hill is an outlyer of Wychbury Hill 
itsclf, comparable with the spur through 
which the runnel is intended to pass and on 
which the Temple uf Thescus (a folly 
associated with the Hagley Estate) sits. 
Current land use is grassland, incorporating 
areas of pasture, parkland, meadow and 
clover. 

}<'ieldwork; western area (Fig 9) 

The aims of the evaluation were to test for 
the presence of I ran Age or Roman 
settlement (nWCM 3617), or other activity 
which might be associated with the 
occupation of the hillfort (trenches 1-5). An 
assessment was also made of the evidence for 
the interpretation, by thc Wychbury 
Archaeological Society, of Round Hill as a 
burial site (HWCM 9618; trenches 6-8). In 
addition, an assessment of the antiquity of the 
pond at the base of Ruund Hill was also made 
(UWCM 15594; trench 9). 

Trenches ]-3 

These trenches were excavated in the field 
adjaecnt to Ruund Hill. This field is 
immediately to the north of the ha-ha of 
Ruckingham Hall (a form of boundary 
allowing uninterrupted views from within; 
HWCM 3135-6). Rockingham Hall Estate 
once incurJluratt:d this area and Round Hill, 
which was known as the 'Rockingham 
Tumulus' (Tom Paggett pers comm). 

Trench 1 (30 x 2.3m) was located to the 
south-west of the valve chamber for Severn 
Trent Water Lld's aqueduct at the top of 
Monument Lane (SO 91788139). It was 
apparent that a large area, nearly one third of 
the trench (9.3m) had been recently disturbed 
by a series of large linear features. Despite 
avoidance of the line indicated on a plan 
pruvid",d by Severn Trent Water it proved 
that this trench intersected three of the six 
parallel Severn Trent Water aqueuuets 
identified near the northern boundary of this 
field. An unrecurded change in the location 
of some field boundaries, and the overall 
width and line of the six parallel aqueduct 
trenches were hoth confirmed on site with an 



official of Severn Trent Water. No features 
of archaeological significance were exposed. 

Trcneh 2 (30 x 2.3m) was located to the 
south of the pond adjacent to Round Hill 
(HWCM 15594; at SO 91718137). A numbcr 
of features werc revealed, which again 
proved to be three very substantial aqueduct~. 
In "rldition one former field boundary ditch, 
post-dating the water main trenches was also 
investigated. No other arcbaeological deposits 
survived in this trench. 

Trench 3 (30 x 2.3m) was located to the 
south west of Round Hill (at SO 91538132). 
Initial excavation indicated the presence or a 
deposit resembling colluvium. This was 
selectively hand excavated to define its depth, 
and identify whether any artefacts were 
present within it. An auger transect was 
undertaken between the bottom of trench 6 
and the edge of this field. The combination 
,f" ;fl+~" ,"';"" frnm ""O'pr;n" and hand 
excavation indicated that this deposit was 
pcriglacial. No archaeological features of any 
period wen:' noted. 

Trench 4 
This trench (30 x 2.3m) was located in a field 
to the east of Monument Lane (SO 
91888138). No archaeological features of any 
period were noted. 

Trench 5 
Trench 5 (25 x 2.3m) was located to the 
south-east of Round Hill, close to the 

C'" ~ •• 'TT'"'''''' ., ""'H. ,+ "" 
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91718141). No features of any period were 
noted, howcver there were large quantities of 
20th century huilding rubhle which had been 
used to raise the ground level. Tllis material 
sealed the suhsoil, and a thin layer of buried 
topsoil. 

Trenches 6-8 
These trenches were excavated to investigate 
the nature of Round Hill, and to determine 
whether any evidence could be found for the 
presence of the burial recorded on the SMR 
(HWCM 9618). 

Trench 6 (25 x 2.3m) was located on the 
summit of Round Hill (SO 91648142)_ A 

numher of shallow, sometimes nebulous 
features were identified. These formed a.n 
irregular north to south aligrnnent, running 
diagonally a.eross the northern part of the 
trench. One slightly larger feature in this 
alignment, closest to the summit of the hill, 
had a distinct sub-circular plan with vertical 
sides and was rather deeper than the others. 
This shape of pit and evidence for root 
disturbance in the base of all tn.e reatures 
identified was interpreted as possible 
evidence of tree, or hedge planting. Finds 
recovered from the excavated features were 
all of 19th-20th century date. 

A rectangular block of worked sandstone was 
recovered during machining, which had two 
rectangular slots cut into one of its faces. All 
faces of the block showed evidence of post
medieval tooling other than the onc into 
which slots had been cut. This was 
interpreted as the base for a figure, an urn, or 
a similar small monument, set into the slots 
of the stone. The stone would have been set 
into the ground, thus hiding the rough tooling 
OIl all faces but the upptmnost. 

An 1834 Hagley Estate map shows a ring of 
trees on the summit of Round HilL The 
shallow features revealed in this trench may 
be associated with the planting and root boles 
of these trees. A small monument on a stone 
base was perhaps set amongst the ring of 
trees, much as other lIlonumt:nts aad follies 
were sct up in the vicinity of Hagley Hall in 
the mid 18th century (Pevsncr 1968, 178). 

Trench 7 (15 x 2.3-3 .2m) was located on the 
slopes of Round Hill on the suggested sile of 
the hurial (HWCM 9618; SO 91658141). 
Thc precise position of this was identified hy 
memhers of the Wychbury At"chaeological 
Society. A trench was excavated to the 
interface with the subsoil, and later enlarged 
where a variation in the subsoil was 
observed. This was explored both by 
archaeologists and by a geotechnieal cngim;cr 
(Picda 1992; Appendix 5). No archaeological 
deposits, features or artefacts were present in 
this trench. 

Trench 8 (14.6 x 2.3m) was also located on 
the slopes of Round Hill (SO 91658140), to 

to 



produce a coherent record of the hill, and to 
explore the area of the base of the hillslope 
for possible evidence of colluvium, or the 
enhancement of the natural mound. This 
continued on the alignment of trench 7 
downhill to the south. No archaeological 
features or artefacts were present in this 
trench. 

Trench 9 
Trench 9 was excavated betwcen trench 2 and 
trench 5 in the area of the pond (HWCM 
15594; at SO 91688139). This was intended 
to test for the depth of the pond, and for the 
presence of silts, pond-lining, etc. The 
excavation of a relatively small area to a 
depth of over I.5m revealed the presence of 
further large quantities of 20th century rubble 
similar to that identified in trench 5. The 
depth of rubble, and the failure to identify 
silts or deliberate lining in the base of this 
pond suggested that it did not contain 
significant archaeological deposits. 

Documentary evidence from 19th century 
maps indicates tbe presence of tbis feature in 
1837 On a Tithe map of Hagley, which does 
not show the fishponds on Wyehbury Hill 
(I-IWCM 15593). An 1834 estate map, which 
shows most othcr water features, signific<mtly 
does not show this pond. Given the number 
of quarries for sand and gravel in the vicinity 
it is quite possible that this feature 
represented a quarry-pit rather than a puud. 

lfieldwork; eastern area (Fig 10) 

The eastern area, towards Hagley Hill, 
includes evidence for field systems and other 
carthworks, including ridge and furrow, 
headlands and possibly faint traces of 
holloways (HWCM 3232). 

••• < " .• -, -,' 
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evidence of medieval field systems or other 
medieval activity (eastern area: trenches 1-4), 
since earthwork survival within parkland 
often preserves tl1gh quality medieval and 
earlier deposits. 

Trenches 1-4 
Trench I (30 x 2.3m) was excavated close to 
the A456, at the southern edge of the 
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proposed mitigation works to the east of the 
tunnel (SO 92408127). The topsoil in this 
trench was extremely snauow ana [nis 
suggests that the area has been landscaped in 
the recent past, possibly works associated 
with the construction or widening of the 
adjacent A456 _ No archaeological features 
were identified. 

Trench 2 (30 x 2.3m), located on the road 
line to the east of the tunnel entrance (SO 
92378145). A substantial modern feature 
with remnants of wooden shuttering w~< not 
investigated. Apart from this feature, 
probably associated with unplotted Severn 
Trent aqueducts, and three land drains, there 
were no other archaeological features in this 
trench. 

Trench 3 (30 x 2.3m) was located close to the 
northern edge of the area of proposed 
mitigation works associated with the 
proposed eastern tnnne1 entrance (SO 
92308148). It was also close to the position 
of the recorded ridge and furrow (IIWCM 
3232), just to the south of an apparent 
wrraceway at the crest of the escarpment of 
Wychbury Hill through which the tunnel is 
intended to pass_ Although within the area 
of the site of archaeological interest on the 
Sites and Monuments Record, this area is on 
a steep slope, south of the visible medieval 
ridge and furrow. No archaeological features 
wele revealed within this trench. 

Trench 4 (30 x 2.3m) was located further to 
'h ~oot ;.., thF' f;,.lrl • <;.,t~hT to the east 
of Yew Tree Cottage (SO 92448150). No 
archaeological features were revealed and 
only modern artefacts were noted. This 
trench was intended to test for the presence 
of a suspected causeway through an area of 
marsh land, However, although springs were 
;,' ,,'F'~.-'1 h,," ," .-,f nomnn,,« ;n 'he 
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neighbouring field where areas of severe 
truncation had occurred, no evidence of 
waterlogging or the remains of marsh land 
could be identitled any when: in tlIt: area. The 
eXisting path, has been partly enhanced by 
the use of a bed of rubble. 



Assessment 

The assessment of this Evaluation Area has 
been divided into three parts, in order to 
discuss the results of the evaluation, the 
concerns of local archaeologists, and the 
cffect on the scheduled ancient monument of 
Wyehbury Camp (Ancient Monument No 
West Midland~ 7), 

The field evaluation 
Thirteen trenches, amounting to more than 
730 square metres were archaeologically 
excavated in Evaluation Area 4, None of 
these trenches produced archaeOlogically 
significant finds or deposits, A number of 
18th century and later finds were recovered 
from many of the trenches excavated, The 
road passes elose to a hillfort, a suggested 
Iron Age and Roman extramural settlement 
and a medieval village at Hagley, In view of 
the suggcsted significance of the sile, the lack 
~f' o,:hop"I"";(',1 ripnosits and artefacts 
related to these sites is surprising. 

The proximity of the Iron Age hill fort to the 
north might have led to the presence of 
archaeological deposits representing field 
systems or occupation in these areas. 
However, no such deposits have survived. 
Iron Age activity in these areas may therefore 
be difficult to detect, due to the fragility of 
low-fired pottery in topsoil, and the paucity 
of other durable artefacts of Iron Age type 
which might find their way into manuring 
scatters. Evidence of Roman occupation is 

-" ~. ,." 'h M'O':"_ 
durability of Roman pottery. Medieval 
activity is onen similarly well represented. 
However, no features or artefactual 
information of any such date was recovered. 

The evidence of the trenches on Round Hill 
arc also not indicative of important 
archaeological depOsits there. It is possible 
that some deposits have been removed hy 
quarrying of the gravel cap of thc hill, 
although much of it appears to remain intact. 
Ploughing may have occurred in this area 
(Appendix 5), but the steepness of Round 
; .. :: ... . _ •• v.. . J 
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archaeological finds derived from disturbed 
deposits would still have remained in the 
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topsoil. In addition to quarrying, suggested 
above, and landscaping identified in the 
eastern part of the Bvaluation Area may 
present an explanation for the paucity of 
archaeological remains in this area. 
However, it is also possible that this area has 
never been intensively used for occupation or 
arable farming in the past. 

Concerns of local archaeologists 
Correspondence from the Wychbury 
Archaeological Society to the Secretary of 
State for Transport (Appendix 4; hereafter 
W AS) has indicated a number of concerns 
over the potential threat to archaeological 
sites presented hy the proposed road scheme. 
The pOints raised t.herein are assessed in 
order, and in relation to a detailed (1 :2500) 
plan of the proposed road line and mitigation 
earthworks as it was in 1990, prior to the 
modification of 1991, which moved the road 
line further to the south. 

A yew tree, sometimes taken to be indicative 
of a hurial place, survived on Round Hill 
prior to 1936, and is doc.:umented in early 
photographs (WAS 1). A number of yews 
have been identified in the Wyehbury area, 
Which, by an assessment of their girth have 
been suggested may be up to 300 years old 
(Correspondence from David Morfitt, 1988 
in SMR file; HWCM 339). Other trees, 
notably the sycamore which are preponderant 
in a number of areas appear tu represent an 
18th century plantation for a managed 
coppice. Thc ring of trees documented by 
~ _0 ~F th~ 1 "nn~ "n th". NP<t (,r Round Hill 
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may represent a context for the known yew. 
The estimated age for this yew of 1,000 
years, which would date the tree to the 10th 
century, is unusually high; yews are Jong
lived, but difficult to date objectively 
(Rackham 1990, 14). Archaeological 
evaluation, rcported above (western area: 
trenches 6-8 and Appendix 5), shows that 
Round Hill represents a geological dcposit, 
and no evidence for significant archaeological 
remains was identified anywhcrc on it. 
According to the published proposals, Round 
Hill is due to be subject to landscaping, but a 
.' "'~.+ ... •. ",;~II "Hr,,;v .. 
'b· t' 'le' . 

following Bypass construction. 



The identification of the Wychbury area as an 
Arthurian burial place cannot he reliably 
supported from documentary sources. Most 
pre-Conquest sources are too vague (My res 
1986, 1-20), while later sources ean be 
demonstrated to be polilically ur romantically 
m.otivated in the details given (Ashe 1968, 4-
17). On archaeolugical grounds, the 
h othesis of an Arthurian burial lace 
remains, at best, unproven. A number of 
disparate features have also been cited as 
burial sites associated with the periud uf 
Arthut, but there is no firm archaeological 
evidence that any of these contained burials. 
No tradition of Arthur's burial place existed 
here before this century, although the area is 
well documented by 18th and 19th century 
antiquarians (Nash 1781; Allies 1852), who 
often recounted local legends uncriticaUy. 
Other sites for A valon, where Arthur and his 
knights are supposed to have been buried 
have longer traditions, such as Glastonbury, 
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its location elsewhere, for example the 
Berth, Baschurch, Shropshire (Phillips and 
Keatman 1992). 

The sites of two ponds are due to be 
disturbed by construction works for the 
Bypass (WAS 2), Evidence for the lowest of 
a series of three fishponds of probable 
medieval date (HWCM 15593) has already 
been removed by the construction of 
underground Severn Trent Water aqueducts 
through its sile. The other two ponds, 
including one which is reputed to have 

mace, will not be disturbed by the proposed 
road construction or mitigation works. 
A nother pond adjacent to Round Hill 
(nWCM 15594), which is likely to be 
disturbed by construction and mitigation 
works, has already heen filled with ruhhle, so 
that its location and full extcnt arc already 
becoming hard to detect. Evidence from 
documentary sources and trial exeavatjon 
(western area: trench 9) suggests that it 
might represent a quarry pit rather than an 
ancient pond. 

Hill are recorded on the SMR as part of an 
Iron Age field system, holloways and perhaps 
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outlying defensive works (HWCM 3167). 
This area has also been interpreted as a 
Roman occupation site (WAS 3). 
Archaeological fieldwork in the neighbouring 
area failed to produce any Romano-British 
jJullelY, Of other evidence of Roman material 
culture. Large quantities of pottery arc found 
on most Romano-British sites. Due to the 
methods of Roman and later farmin 
artefacts associated with buried settlements 
tend to be scattered far beyond the original 
limits of an occupation site (Gaffney and 
Tingle 1989). The earthworks and supposed 
area of Roman settlement lies in excess of 
50m to the north of the proposed road line 
and mitigation works. 

Earthworks on the south-eastern approaches 
to the hillfort (WAS 4) have been variously 
interpreted as defensive works, and headlands 
or holloways associated with the known 
medieval field system (M A Aston, undated 

3232 . 
Evaluation excavation in the area of proposed 
construction and ground works suggested 
bcavy truncation in some areas, disturbance 
caused by the construction of underground 
aqueducts, and failed to produce any 
significant artefactual evidence, or buried 
archaeOlogical deposits. No medieval 
earthworks, other than a possible tcrraceway 
(a terrace on the side of a hill used as a road 
or track), could be detected within the 
proposed area of mitigation groundworks. 

The line of the ancient road to Romsley , , 
is currently in use as a road, and has 
consequently been subject to upgrading. 
Evidence for its antiquity III ay , or may not 
have survived continuous use and successive 
episodes of resurfacing. An evaluation trench 
close to the A456 (eastern arca: trench 1) 
suggests that this area has been hea vi I y 
truncated, perhaps due to landscaping in 
association with the construction of the 
existing hunk road. 

A battlefield has been suggested between 
Wychbury, Clent, Walton, Calcott and 
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sources noted the tradition that a battle had 
uccurred between Britons on Clent Hill and 
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Romans at Wychhury (Nash 1781). Others 
(Marten 1887, WAS 6) have suggested that 
this battle was actually between the (Roman) 
Britons and Saxons, and suggested a complex 
conflict over a number of locations. The date 
of this battle is cited as AD 416 by M~rt"n, 
who reported the discovery of numerous 
weapons (of unspecified type) in the 
ClaU.erbaeh Valley and a final conflict in 4]8 
on CIent Heath near Haroorougn. llle 
Wychbury Archaeological Society dale it 
approximately one hundred years later. All 
this evidence is cited without archaeological 
or reliable documentary corroboration. 
Despite the fact that no direct proof exists, 
the possibility of local folklore having some 
substance cannot be entirely ruled out. Local 
traditions of battles may still have some 
substance. 

Some of the material cited as evidence of a 
battle may be open to alternative explanation. 
The etvmologv of Harborough, taken to 
indicate an association with an army (Here), 
is doubtful evidenec for the location of a 
hattle since the first clemcnt of this name 
may otherwise be translated 'hoary', 'grey', 
'height covered with wood', or 'herd' 
(Ekwall 1960, 217-8). The burial mounds on 
Clent Heath, cited as the burial places for the 
battle, are of a similar form to barrows of 
Neolithic or Bronze Age date elsewhere in 
the county of Hereford and Worcester, and 
more widely in Britain. The lit:scription of 
their contents by (Nash 1781, 485-6) also 
resembles the descriptions of Bronze Agc 
h"r;olo ontl 000",';01,,<1 ~rt"faCI~ rccovered bv 
antiquarians elsewhere. Interpretation of 
these features as war graves in support of the 
evidence for a battle, either in the 1 st century 
or the 6th must therefore be questionable. 

Should the tradition of a conflict here be 
accepted, its nature, indi<:ated by the 
identified locations suggests a series of 
skirmishes, or small scaJc sieges rather than a 
single major battle. The identification of this 
conflict with the historical hattle of 'Mons 
Badonicus' is highly speCUlative. Convincing 
arguments for the location of this battle 
,1.,,~ '" 01,· h~ f""",l {,,~ Mv .. ", 1 'lRf'i 
~.o~ • ., ". 

154-62}. Amongst numerous possible sites 
for Mons Badonicus (Aleoek 1971, 62, map 
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2 for example), Wyehbury bas not been 
considered a likely contender (Prof Charles 
Thomas pers comm). Should excavation of 
such a battlefield take place, it is unlikcly 
whether arChaeological evidence for its 
existence, date, or participant~ will be found. 

In the White Paper 'This Common 
Inheritance' the government invited English 
ueritage III pr"lJaC" a 1" V1 " • 

The Register currently being compiled is 
envisaged by government to be informative 
within the planning process, yet without 
direct legal effect. One of the principal 
criteria defined by English Heritage for 
inclusion in the Register is that 'there must 
he some precision in determining its location. 
This has meant that battles before Maldon 
(AD 991) are not eligible' (English Heritage, 
no date: Appcndix 6). All traditions for the 
conflict around Wycllhury place it earlier 
than the 7th century, and no contemporary 
account of the battle exists. This site is not 
therefore eligible tor lllcluSlOn III Ule eVClllll.,l 
Register of Battlefields and thus lies beyond 
the scope of formal consideration within the 
route planning assessment for the 
Kidderminster, Blakedowll and Haglcy 
Bypass. 

The effect on a scheduled ancient monument 
Wychbury Camp Iron Age lliIlfort is 
protected as a nationally important ancicnt 
monument, 3cheduled under the Ancknt 
Monuments and Archaeological Areas Act 
1979 (HWCM 339; Ancicnt Monument No 
West Midlands 7). Recent govenllnent advice 
has stressed the importance of anCIent 
monuments. stating th.at: 

'Where nationally important 
archaeological remains, whether 
scheduled or not, and their settings, are 
affected by proposed development there 
should be a presumption in favour of 
their physical preservation. ' 
(DoE 1990, section 8) 

I n addition, the second alterations to the 
County Structure Plan submitted to the 
~"cretarv of State for the Environment in 
September 1992, incorporating his proposed 
modifications includes: 



Policy erc 5 - 'Dcvelopment which 
would adversely affect scheduled ancient 
monuments or other sites of 
archaeological interest and their settings 
will not normally be allowed.' 

Since no ground disturbance would occur 
within, or immediately adjacent to the 
scheduled ancient monument at Wychbury 
Hill, the impact of the road scheme is 
confincd to effects upon the setting of this 
nationally important monument. Tbe setting 
of an earthwork monument such as a hillfort 
may be considered under two principal 
beadings: 

Archaeological setting; archaeological 
remains in the hinterland of important 
monuments might hc deemed to have a 
Group Value in association with the 
monument; 

Visual seltin,,' the views of the 
monument from its hinterland, and views 
of the surrounding landscape from within 
a monument. 

The detailed scheme plans indicate the 
proposed route passes approximately 330 
metres to the south of the scheduled area. 
Fieldwork in Evaluation Area 4 has indicated 
that archaeological remains are unlikely to be 
affected by the proposed Kidderminstcr, 
Blakedown and Hag1ey Bypass. It is unlikely, 
therefore, that the proposed Toad scheme will 
present any significant impact on the 
o~"o~~l . o_,:,.,~" "r th". ",.-.",,,neont .. ~ 

The proposed route would cross an area 
which is within view from Wychbury Hill 
and would also have an impact on views of 
Wyehhury Hill from certain locations. 
Careful consideration has already heen given 
to the siting, landscaping and scrcening of the 
road and tunnel entrances and would limit, 
but may not negate, the visual impact of the 
road with respect to the monument. 

A technical appraisal of the effect of the 
proposed Bypass on the visual setting of the 
monument has not been carried out within the 
constraints of this report. However, 
recommendations towards such an appraisal 
can be made. 

Wychbury Hill is potentially visible over 
both long and short distances, and from Illany 
directions. Consequently, tor an appraIsal ot 
the effect of the Bypass on the visual setting 
of the monument, a study area must be 
defined. This would take into account views 
of Wychbury Hill from Hagley village, 
Hagley Park (which is an alllenity area with 
extensive public access) and from highways 
and footpaths, including high quality long 
range vistas. It would also take into account 
views from the monument towards the 
surrounding landscape, although this is 
currently obscured by trees. 

Plans, profiles, photographs, sight-lines, and 
photomontages may all be employed to 
demonstrate the potential visual impact of the 
proposed road scheme on the monument. 
This appraisal should be presented alongside 
the proposed earth mounding and other 
mitigation works. These technical statements 
of the impact on the setting of thc scheduled 
monument should he discussed in detail with 
English Heritage. 

Conclusions 

Despite cxtensive archaeological fieldwork, 
n.-. '. . for or," .,1 ical remains could 
be identified anywhere within the proposed 
evaluation area. Although archaeological 
remains are known close hy, this fieldwork 
indicates that archaeological remains will not 
be materially affected by road construction. 
However, the setting of the scheduled ancient 
monument or Wychbury Camp Iron Age 
hillfort, must be taken into consideration and 
recommendations are madc for a technical 
appraisal of the effect of the proposed Bypass 
route upon the visual setting of the 
monument. 
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9 Evaluation Area 5: Ismcre 

Background 

In the Ismere area (Fig 4), on the A449 Link 
fieldwork was undertaken in two adjacent 
areas (HWCM 2381 and 1178; Fig 11). The 
SMR records a Roman finds scatter (HWCM 
1381) located to the south west of Ismere 
House, Wolverley (SO 86257940). The SMR 
also records the layout of a medieval 
settlement identified by dowsing. This is 
alleged to have been associated with the 
Saxon monastery of Ismere (HWCM 1178), 
which local tradition places in thc 
neighbouring field to the east. Excavations 
earlier this century to test for the presence of 
this settlement produced no evidence for its 
existence, although sherds of Roman pottery 
were found. The Saxon monastery (HWCM 
1 J 78) has heen recorded on the SMR 
adjacent to lsmere House, Wolverley (SO 

cA, The Me" is shown on the SMR as 
the supposed location of the monastery of 
lsmere based on the evidence of a charter and 
local traditi on. 

Geology, setting and land use 

The geology and soils of the area are soft red 
Bunter sandstone, with an outlier of 4th river 
terrace gravels, overlain by Bridgnorth 
Association brown sands (Ragg et al 1984), 
The ground rises towards Axborough Wood 
in the west, although the terrain througbout 
this area is rolling and uncven. The land use 
~ ~. ,LI ," lA' ')1111 \ wo~ 
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arable, part beet, part stubble. The eastern 
field (HWCM 1178) was pasture. 

Fieldwork 

To minimise damage to the heet crop in thc 
field to the west (HWCM 2381; Fig 11), 22 
hand excavated tesl pits (l x Im) were 
located to cover the area of the proposed road 
route, and tbc adjoining area. No features of 
any period were revealed, but a small 
quantity of post-medieval finds werc 
recovered, including 20 sherds of 18th-19th 
• -~, •• , ... : >1 
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artefacts. Finds were principally 
concentrated in the northern half of the field. 
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A single trench (30 x 2. 3m) aligned north to 
south was excavated in the eastern area 
(HWCM 1178). No archaeological features 
were identified within the trench. All tile 
artefacts recovered were post -medieval. 

Assessment 

In AD 736 a charter records the grant by 
King Aethclhald of ten cassati of land for the 
construction of a monastery by Earl 
Cyncberht 'in tile provin(;e to whkh the name 
Husmerae has been assigned from ancient 
times, beside the river called Stur' (Hooke 
1990,61-3). In 781 Bisbop Heatherodis is 
stated to bave obtained from Offa a 
confirmation of the rights of the Bishopric in 
fourteen 'mansae' at Stour~in"Ismere (VCn 
Ill, 158). Kidderminster is identified with a 
part of the land at Stout-in-Isrnere, resting 
upon the tit(;t that "lsmere" is now applied to 
the series of pools at Broadwaters and t/laI 
Usmere was, in 964, a part of the boundary 
bctwe~n Kiddcrminster and Cookley in 
Wolverley. The suggestion has therefore been 
made that the monastery refcrred to in the 
earliest references was adually founded in 
Kidderminster (VCn HI, 158). The 
identification of t.he monastery Oil this site is 
therefore based upon cir(;umstantial evidence, 
since documentary sources for its location 
h~r~ an: obscure. These documents may 
imply that the estate of a minster, 
presumably that based at Kidden))inster, may 
hovp. irwluded an earlv medieval manor at 
jsmere. 

Conclusions 

No evidence of occupation was found 
anywhere in the sampled area. The absence 
of Roman, medieval or other finds suggests 
that a settlement is unlikely to be found in the 
immediate vicinity. The evidence of earlier 
excavations producing Rom,ln pottery may 
reprcsent a manuring scatter in the fields 
around an unlocated Roman rural settlement. 
No evidence for monastic occupation, or the 

. "'''''< CIf " m;tl<tf" e~rate wt:re found. 



10 Evaluation Area 6; Caunsall Bridge 

Background 

This area is located immediat.ely to the east 
of the A449, adjacent to the Caunsall Bridge 
junction with Becchtree Lane (Wolverley). 
Three siles are recorded 011 the SMR located 
in the two fields of this area (I-IWCM 135, 
12120 and 12217; Fig 12). In the field to the 
south (SO 85678089) there is a crook-shaped 
cropmark enclosure at the southern cnd of the 
field shown on aerial photographs 
(Birmingham University Extra-Mural Library 
AP 858011; HWCM 135). A small scatter of 
flints has also been found in the field 
(HWCM 12120). In the field to the north 
(SO 85708093) the SMR records finds of 
prehistoric lithic objects including one blade, 
eight t1akes and a core recovered fwm mole 
hills in a pasture field (I-IWCM 12217). 

Close to these fields are a number of others 
where archaeological remains are recorded. 
These includc medieval or posl-medkval mill 
or fishponds (Benison's or Caunsall Pool, 
HWCM 132; Bath Pool, IIWCM 134; Sleepy 
Mill, HWCM 4220; Island Pool, HWCM 
12199), Roman ponery scatters (HWCM 
139, 12216 and 12218), scatters of 
prehistoric flint (HWCM 12159, 12216, 
12218, 12219, 12220, 12221, 12222 and 
12223) and undated cropmark enclosures 
(HWCM 132, 138 amI 139). 

Geology, setting and land use 

The geology in the vicinity is Bunter pebble 
beds, red pebbly sandstone overlain hy 
Bridgnorth Association brown sands. From 
the Stour Valley to the west, the ground rises 
gradually to the east. The field to the south is 
currently hOlticultural, including potatoes and 
soft fruit. The field to the north is currently 
an area of pasture_ 

Fieldwork 

In the southern area (Fig 12), a single trench 
(30 x 2.3m) was excavated !Om to the south 
of the hedge in the north-east corner of the 
southern field, across the site of the proposcd 
road junction. No archaeological features 
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were revealed. Finds recover",d from the 
ploughsoil consisted of a number of post
medieval pottery sherds and some other late 
post medieval finds. 

In the northern area a trench (30 x 2.3m) was 
excavated aligned east 10 west close to the 
southern edge of this field. Land drains were 
visible in the subsoil hut no features of 
archaeological significance were exposed. A 
very small quantity of post-medieval pottery 
was recovered from the topsoil, as well as a 
t1ake of prehistoric flint, derived from a local 
gravel source. 

A photographic record was also made of Bath 
Pool and its outflow leat, which runs through 
the evaluation arca. 

Assessment 

The assemblages of flint and Roman finds in 
the neighbouring fields may reflect the 
different phases of oc(;upalioll in this area. 
River valleys are a common location for 
intensive occupation. The density of medieval 
towns and villages along the StOUt reHeet 
this, while cropmark evidence and surface 
finds indicate a similar level of prehistoric 
and Roman activity _ However, the precise 
locations of prehistoric and ROl1l.an settlement 
have not bee;n ascertained. The presence of 
cropmarks might be indicative of such 
settlement~. Around these areas of occupation 
scatters of finds may be much more 
widespread, due to prehistoric and Roman 
farming practices. Although quantities of 
finds have been recovered and are recorded 
on the SMR, it is uncertain whether their 
recovery has becn haphazard, or undertaken 
under controlled circumstances. Consequently 
spatial analysis to locate finds concentrations 
which might represent centres of activity has 
not been possible. 

The absence of CUL [e,lLur(;s ill tht: llt:nches 
excavated does not rule out the possibility of 
widespread prehistoric activity in and around 
the evaluation area. Traces of transient 
settlement may have been destroyed by later 
agricu ltural practice prior to Lbe use of this 



field as pasture _ Consequently such features 
may be ephemeral, or not easily identifiable 
on aerial p otograp s_ ere ore, pre s onc 
features may be present elsewhere in the 
evaluation area, or in other areas along the 
A449 Link known to have produced 
prehistoric finds (HWCM 12220-3). 
However, the failure to identify any 
prehistoric archaeological deposits, and the 
small quantity of prehistoric finds recovered 
suggests that evidence for intensive 
occupation is not present in the Evaluation 
Arca_ 

The outflow leat for Bath Pool (HWCM 133) 
runs through this evaluation area and survives 
as an earthwork. This feature, although not 
of great significance in itself, represents part 
of a complex of earthwork remains of Bath 
Pool (HWCM 133), which may date from the 
medieval period. No evidence for a mill site 

could be found in association with this 
feature; there is no evidence for a leat leading . . 
In , . 

through-flow of water. Consequently it may 
be interpreted as an undeveloped manorial 
fishpond, probably no later than the 17th 
century in date (Dennison and Darvill 1988, 
4- J 0). It is onc of a series utilising natural 
contours along the edge of the Stour Valley 
(HWCM 132, 133, 4220, 12199). Some ot' 
these may have been used as feeder pools for 
the Staffordshire and Worcestershire Canal 
following its construction in the 18th century. 

Conclusions 

Although evidence for prehistoric activity in 
the evaluation area has been confirmed by the 
recovery of a prehistoric artefact, evidence is 
not indicative of substantive archaeological 
deposits in the immediate environs. 
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11 Assessment of other sites on the route 

A series of sites were identified at the 
assessment stage (Brown and Woodiwiss 
1992) which were not considered to require 
field evaluation. Some or lhese wen: uf 
known archaeological importance, often due 
to visual observation, or records of previous 
work (arehaeoloQieal or otherwise) known to 
have been carried out in the vicinity, or on 
comparable sites elsewhere. 

Between lhe first assessment on the proposed 
route of the Bypass in 1990, and the most 
recent amendmcnt according to the present 
alignment in February 1992, an additional six 
sites had been added to the SMR within the 
lkm wide provisional corridor (Brown and 
Woodiwiss 1990, Appendix 5B; Brown and 
Woodiwiss 1992, Appendix 4, 40-5), while 
four sites on the route of the A449 Link had 
also been added throngh the normal process 
"f <:Mh' ,.,..,h· . ' A f", .. h .. r .. I. ",. <it". 

have been identified since the compilation of 
the assessment report. 

At present the SMRs of Hereford and 
Worcester, Staffordshire and the West 
Midlands Joint Data Team are considered to 
be incomplete. For example, the SMR for 
Hereford and Worcester has over 15,000 sites 
registered of an estimated total of 40,000 
known sites (lAM 1984). New sites arc 
constantly being added to the SMRs. 

Millponds and fishponds 

Amongst the sites which could be further 
evaluated without detailed field assessment 
were millponds and leats. Many of these 
ponds and their associated water management 
systems might have originated as early as the 
12th centmy (Dennison and Darvill J 988), or 
perhaps even earlier. Such systems in this 
area are also important as part of an early 
post-medieval industrial landscape, utilising 
the power source offered by the numerous 
tributaries of the River Stour (Gwilliam 
1980). 

111 .)LOlle parISH \.)~,--rl!; "'), , ... <0 

Bypass route passes through an area where 
leats run from the medieval fishpond and 

post·medieva! millpond at Stanklyn Pool 
(IIWCM 9900), into Captain's Pool (HWCM 
9903), onc of a flight of millponds. From 
hele they join the lIoo Drook, which meets 
the Stour south of Kidderminster. A recorded 
extension of onc of the flight of millponds 
culminating in Captain's Pool occurs across 
the line of the Bypass route (IIWCM 9903). 

At Hureott, in Churchill and Blakedown 
parish (HWCM 4869; SO 859779; Fig 3), 
the Bypass route runs through an area where 
leats have been cut to drain a millpond. The 
!cats currently run from Wannerton forge and 
mill (IIWCM 9684) towards Hurrott Pool 
and mill (HWCM 6737 and 8170). This 
forms part of an extensive series of ponds, 
mills and forges on the Wannerton Brook, 
which joins the River Stour north of 
Kiddcrminster. 

The easternmost part of the earth works for 
the millpond at Sleepy Mill, Wolverley 
(nWCM 4220; so 855906) may be affected 
by the route of the A449 Link. The effect of 
the proposed road scheme on this site has not 
been precisely defined, although in this area 
earthworks associated with a larger millpond 
and its water supply are recorded. Similarly, 
the outtlow leat of Bath Pool (HWCM 133) 
will be affected, which has already been 
discussed in the report of Evaluation Area 6. 

Since most of these sites are largely 
• •• ~ t. • r. ••. " ,I .. ",..,,1 
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lcats), the impact of the roadscheme on tIle 
water management of these sites, and other 
sites using the same water sources, should be 
considered. Water management systems have 
neated a balanced ecologi<.:al climate in and 
around some of these sites, which may have 
resulted in the preservation of important 
archaeological remains by w aterlogging. 
Changes in the speed and efficiency of 
drainage of these systems are I ikely to have 
an impact on these remains. It may also 
affect the character of sites within the 
historical water management systems of the 

- .. .~ 
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affect the setting of certain unscheduled 
archaeological sites. 



None or these sites, individually, are 
considered to be of national importance. 
However, as part of the industnat lanoscape 
of the trihutaries of the Stour, their 
significance is considered to be enhanced hy 
their Group Value. 

A similar mill, forge and millpond complex 
at Baches Forge, Churchill and Blakedown 
(HWCM 1183; SO 88307956) is scheduled 
as an ancient monument (County Monument 
No Hereford and Worcester 336). This 
particularly well preserved example is 
considered to be of national importance. 1ile 
status of this site re-emphasises the 
importance of this class of monument. 

Landscape features 

Dunclent Park, Stone (lIWCM 6735; not 
shown on Fig 3), recorded in historical 
documents, has been identified as being 
located somewbere near the route of the 
Bypass. However, its precise location and 
cxtent cannot he defined from the a vailab1e 
evidence. If the roadscheme docs pass 
through the park, it may he expecleLi llial 
buried evidence of ponds, ditches and banks 
will be identified. It is unlikely that remains 
of the park will be considered to be of 
national importance. 

Earthworks, such as the woodland bank 
around Hagley Wood (HWCM 15591), ale 
often important historic boundary markers. 
The woodland bank at IIagley, for example, 

h ... 1 "I. ",. "orl;pr ,.,.;n;n 
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slllce It appears to enc ose an area 
comparable with that recorded in the 
Domesday Book (Fig 6; Thorn and Thorn 
1982,23,9). Evidence available from within 
this boundary may be important to an 
understanding of the social and economic 
. . ... .·n. A'.. ,rh, ~;ddl" 
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ages, and may also provide valuable palaeo
environmental information (from ancient 
pOllen, seeds, elc) concerning land use in the 
neighbouring area, as we) I as woodland 
management. This site does not include 
archaeological remains of national 
significance, although these remains should 
still he considered within the proposed 
Bypass scheme. 
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Surface finds assemblages 
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heen identified from the recovery of artefacts 
on the surface of fields. These sites arc in 
Wolverley and Cookley parish. following a 
field survey carried out by WOlverley and 
Cookley Archaeological and Historical 
Society (HWCM 12217-23). A discussion of 
many of these sites has occurred under the 
report of Evaluation Area 6 ( sce above). 

Flint and oth"r finds scatters are often 
derived from the disturbance of buried 
archaeological deposits. Although many of 
the finds scatters were recovered by a variety 
of techniques, not under controlled 
conditions, the numbers of Oints reported arc 
not necessarily representative of the intensity 
of prehistoric activity. However, the 
concentration of cropmarks and surface finds 
scatters on the A449 Link in the vicinity of 
CaunsaU Bridge in particular (nWCM 135, 
12120 and 12217-23), may be taken to 
indicate the presence of prehist.oric activity, 
probably represented by some buried 
archaeological rcmains in these areas. The 
flint finds are attributed to the Mesolithic 
period in particular, but also include some 
finds of the Neolithic. 

A small number of Roman sherLis also occur 
in this area (HWCM 12218). These are likely 
to be relatcd to Roman manu ring scatters 
associated with a nearby core settlement, 
apparently unaffected by the Bypass route. 

Many of the more substantial areas of buried 
archaeological remains will be represented by 
the cropmarks, which will not he intersected 
by the road line. However, some ,1Teas along 
the A449 Link may contain buried deposits. 
These may include less well preserved 
d~, ,.i.e, or m·""mMinn rem"ins which may 
not be visible a.s eropmarks, which are 
typical or the Mesolithie period. Due to the 
difficulty of detection, these si tcs are rarely 
excavated unless they an: encountered 
accidentally. One important: example of 
Mesolithie buried remains has recently bcen 
iLientified at Lightmarsh Fann, Kidderminster 
Foreign, through archaeological monitoring 
of a Severn Trent Water Ltd aqueduct 



construction scheme (Robin Iackson pers 
comm). Consequently, it is possible that a 
number of discreet deposits of archaeological 
significance exist, which are unlikely 
to he identified except through a salvage 
recording programme. 

A field known as Bath Pool Piece, Caunsall 
(I-IWCM 12217) was incorporated in the 
evaluation project as part of Evaluation Area 
6 (Fig 12), Surface finds have been identified 
by staff of the County Archaeological Service 
(Hal Dalwood pers eomm). Further field 
evaluation of these areas is not considered 
appropriate, because archaeological deposits 
are unlikely to be identified except following 
extensive removal of topsoil. 
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Conclusions 

In each of these arcas, archaeological remains 
are known which must be considered as part 
of the development design. In some of these 
arcas preservation in situ of important 
archaeological sites and their settings is the 
preferred option (see Appendix 7), especially 
where water-courses are concerned. In many 
cases, especially where the road is likely to 
be emhanked, or otherwise raised, this is 
likely to be possible through careful design. 
However, where this is not possible, or 
where important archaeological deposits have 
not been defined, salvage recording is 
recommended as part of the construction 
programme to enable the preservation by 
record of important archaeological remains. 



12 Assessment of potential for unknown sites 

Despite every effort to minimise the impact 
of the road scheme on archaeology, the route 
of the Bypass is likely to enconnter a number 
of hitherto unrccordcd archaeological sites. 
Research into previous linear devclopment 
projects, including roads and pipelines, has 
identified instances where a random sample 
of the landscape has been provided by the 
construction. Road schemes examined include 
the M5 in Gloucestershire (Fowler 1972), the 
M40 in Oxfordshire (Rowley 1975), the M3 
in Hampshire (Fasham and Whinney 1991), 
and the A4 J Berkhamstead and Kings 
Langley Bypass in Hertfordshire (MeDonald 
1992). Pipelines include the Esso Midline 
(Cox 1986) and a recent series of Severn 
Trent Water and Welsh Water aqucdncts 
through Hereford and Worcester (Dinn 1992; 
Robin .Tackson peTS comm). 

Thi· h·,. been used to assess the freQnency 
with which previously unidentified sites may 
be found along the routes of linear 
developments. Th"y have also been assessed 
for the effe<.:tivencss of the methods 
employed in monitoring construction work 
for archaeological remains. 

Assessment of site frequency 

Archaeological work on the M5 in 
Gloucestershire in 1969-70 prodnced mOre 
than one site per kilometre (Fowler 1972), on 
the M40 produccd one significant new site 

,~'" f'.. • ~. IT.>. ol,.v 1 Q7<;' whil,. 
. -.. l' ,. I d' mtenslve eva uat.lon and sa vage recor mg 
work on the A41 in Hertfordshire produced 
onc new site every two and a half kilometres 
(McDonald 1992). The recent Severn Trent 
and Welsh Water aqueducts, with a ISm 
wide easement thoroughly examined, much 
of it in simi.lar terrain to t.he route of the 
Kidderminster, Blakedown and Hagley 
Bypass route, produced one significant site 
every four kilometres (Robin Jackson pers 
comm). 

The terrain through whieh the Kiddenninster, n...... .1 U .. ' 
u." ... ",-,v ". "nu '6.~J ~J >,4 .. l:'uoo~o .0 

likely to int.ersect comparatively few later 
medieval sites, most of which are well 
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known, and have heen avoided. Relativcly 
few earlier sitcs are recorded on the SMR, 
perhaps rcflecting a real paucity of 
prehistoric or Roman activity in these areas 
as well. Howcver, archacological deposits of 
these periods are difficult to identify in the 
sandy terrain of this area of north 
Worcestershire and tile west NllQJanas v~eil 
Lang and Pete Boland pers comm). 
Comparatively little fieldwork has heen 
carried out here previously. 

Approaches to unidentified sites 

Individual archaeological sites rarely occur in 
isolation. In most cases, field systems, 
scatters of finds, or outlying structures occur 
around identified core settlements, all of 
which are of archaeological interest. The 
idcntification of an individual archaeological 
site can never be separated from its 
surrounding landscape, and all elements of 
t.hat landscape can provide information 
relevant t.o a core area. JT1many cases, the 
location of these sites is sufficient rceord lO 

provide essential infonnation about a historic 
or prehistoric landscape. In other cases, 
concentrations of high quality archaeological 
deposits may require detailed excavation and 
analysis. The significance of such groups of 
archaeological deposits can be assessed 
against the Secn:lary uf State's criteria for the 
scheduling of ancient monuments (DoE 1990, 
Annex 4; Appendix 3). 

Fieldwork in the Evaluation Areas, where 
there is a record of archaeological remains, 
was considered to be the most effective way 
of identifying ~uhstantiaI areas of surviving 
buried archaeological deposits. It is likely 
that significant quantities of archaeological 
material from substantial or extensive areas 
of buried deposits might already have been 
detected hy antiquarians, or, more recently, 
local historians and amateur archaeologists. 
These results would normally be recorded on 
the SMR. 

ldentified in the course of the ev~luation, it 
lllay be consider'cd unlikely that substantial or 



extensive areas of significant archaeological 
deposits occur along the Bypass route. 
However, with regard [0 the examples of 
linear developments cited above, discreet 
arcas of important archaeological deposits 
must be expected along thc route. These are 
unlikely to be detected until ground works arc 
under way. 

Conclusions 

Evidence cited above from previous linear 
developments suggests that undiscovered 
important archaeological remains are likely to 
be present, perhaps with an incidence of one 
site every four kilometres. It is therefore 
possible that four or five previously 
unidentified significant sites will be 
encountered over the 16.6km Bypass route, 
and the 2.5km A449 Link. 

An an;haeological monitoring team has been 
successfullv used on lim:ar developments 
elsewhere to provide a basic level of 
recording for previollsly unidentified sites. 

lI. monitoring team is invloved in thc earliest 
stages of groundworks. Tt identifies and 
investigates archaeological deposits, and 
allows for a rapid evaluation of their 
importance. In most cases rapid recording by 
a monitoring [cam is a sufficient response to 
the identification of archaeological remains. 
Where high quality archaeological deposits 
can be shown to be more Significant, these 
projects have been able to call In a 
contingency team. This provides for the rapid 
excavation and recording of significant 
archaeological sites should they be 
encountered by linear developments. 

In these cases the methods of initial ground 
preparation are vitally important to the 
success of an archaeological monitoring 
programme. It is also important that the 
construction programme should allow time 
for both archaeological monitoring, and, 
where necessary, further archaeological 
fieldwork carried out by the contingency 
team. However, these considerations have 
successfully bcen incorporated within linear 
development programmes elsewhere. 
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13 Conclusions 

No archaeological sites of national 
importance are known to be directly affected 
by the route of the Bypass or the A449 Link, 
although onc scheduled ancient monument 
(Wychbury Hill; HWCM 339; County 
Monument No West Midlands 7) is situated 
close to the Bypass route. 

Several zones with potential for the presence 
of archaeological sites recorded on the SMR 
have been investigated. The evaluation did 
not identify any deposits of archaeological 
significance at tllese sites. 

Anum ber of sites on the route are also 
known which have been further assessed 
without fieldwork having taken place 
(Evaluation Area 2; see also section 11). The 
possibly significant archaeological remains of 
these sites should be accorded appropriate 
treatment in the development design. In most 
eases, this will be possible through careful 
design of mitigation earthworks, and 
preservation by record (excavation). 

It has also been suggested (section 12) that 
there is still a potential for fue presence of a 
number of previously unidentified 
archaeological sites. Some of these unknown 
sites may be considered to be of local or 
national archaeological importance. In these 
cases remains of an.:haeological importance 
should also be accorded appropriate treatment 
in the development design. 

Appropriate treatment of important 
archaeological remains within the 
development design may include: 

that provision is made, wherever 
possible, to preserve important 
archaeological remains, in situ; 

2 that provision is made to record 
archaeological remains, including 
excavation and/or intensive survey. 

In order to allow for the recording of both 
the unknown sites, and the known sites of 
limited potential, it is important t.o define the 
rol", of archaeology within the construction 
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programme. Examples from similar projects 
carried out successfully elsewhere (section 
12) have indicated the importance of a 
monitoring team to locate and identify 
previously undiscovered archaeological 
remains and a contingency team to rapidly 
record sites and excavate significant 
archaeological deposits should they be 
encountered during the course of 
construction. The success of such a system 
depends upon the flexibility of the work 
programme, allowing time for sites to be 
properly investigated before their destruction. 

An appraisal of the impact of the road 
scheme On the setting of fue Iron Age hillfort 
of Wychbury Camp, which is scheduled 
under the Ancient Monuments ~n<l 

Archaeological Areas Act 1979 (HWCM 
339; County Monument No Wcst Midlands 
7), is not included as part of this document. 
A series of recommendations can been made 
towards such a technical appraisal, which 
include: 

1 Thc definition of a study area which will 
include. appropriate viewpoints for an 
assessment of the impact on the visual 
setting of the monument; 

2 Principal sight-lines for consideration 
should be defined in relation to the vistas 
identified above; 

3 Detailed plans, profiles and 
photomontages showing the proposed 
road scheme, earth moundil1g and other 
mitigation measures should be prepared; 

4 A written technical appraisal of the 
impact of the proposed Bypass route on 
the setting of the monument should be 
prepared; 

5 These technical statementS of the impact 
011 ~"tting of the 5chedulcd monument 
~hould be discussed with English 
Heritage, the Secretary of State for the 
National Heritage's statutory advisors on 
archaeological matters. 
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17 Abbreviations and glossary 

Brief 
The objectives and parameters of any 
archaeological work, including fieldwork, 
will be sct out in a project brief prepn"rl hy 
the District Council, as advised hy the 
County's Archaeology Officer (DoE 1990, 
PPG 16: 25), The brief will also outline 
approved approaches to the recoramg ana 
recovery of archaeological information and 
give guidance as to the form and content of 
the report, 

Evaluation 
An evaluation is a fact-finding exercise 
designed to provide evidence to assess the 
archaeological significance of a site (DoE 
1990, PPG )6: 21-2). Evaluations are 
undertaken by suitably qualified professional 
archaeologists, and can range through archive 
research, field survey, geophysical survey, 
and the excavation of trial trenches. They 
should obtain information such as presence, 
location, nature and dflte of archaeological 
remains. The information requiTed lllay vary 
according to the perceived importance and 
vulnerability of the site, the range and detail 
of information reasonably available, and the 
nature of the proposed development. 

An evaluation should also provide an 
assessment of' the relative importance of 
archaeological remains acconiiug to the 
Secretary of State's criteria for ~cheduling 
ancient monuments (PPG 16: Annex 4). 

HWCM 
Numbers prefixed with 'HWCM' are the 
primary reference numbers used by the 
Hereford and Worcester County Sites and 
Monuments Record. 

Monument Protection Programme 
English Heritage is currently undertaking a 
review of monuments scheduled under the 
Ancient Monuments and Archaeological 
Areas Act 1979, known as the Monument 
Protection Programme (English Heritage 
1991a, 46-8). English Heritage acknowledges 
.L • "".' ••• h~ "mh~r "f 

individual archaeological sites may he 
necessary to give a properly representative 

schedUle of ancient monuments. 

Preservation by record 
Where development is unavoidable it may be 
necessary to preserve archaeological remains 
by record (DoE 1990, PPG 16: 24-6). This 
will entail excavation, recording, analysis . . ~ . ., 
ana pUo)lCaliUJl "Y " I"'"woo>v''''' 
archaeological body (following English 
Heritage 1991b). The excavation of a site 
involves the systematic removal of 
archaeological deposits and its detailed 
recording by photographic, written and 
drawn means. Analysis is the procedure by 
which finds and excavation records are 
synthesised and a report prepared for 
publication. Analysis will usually take as 
long as, jf not longer than, the excavation 
itself. Consideration must also be given to the 
proper storage, conservation and presentation 
of the excavated material. Preservation by 
record is not complete until the analysis ana 
report are completed. 

Salvage Recording 
A salvage recording is a provision for 
archaeological observations and recording 
during the construction process. In the course 
of salvage recording nominated 
archaeologists will visit the site and, working 
with due respect to the needs of the deveJoper 
and his contractors, record and recover the 
required information. There are normally no 
powers to halt or delay construction, except 
at the developers discretion. It is important, 
therefore, that construction programmes of 
linear developments be carel'ully designed to 
ensure that the nominated archaeologists will 
have time to record significant archaeological 
remains in the early stages of the construction 
process. 

Scheduled ancient monuments 
Scheduled ancient monuments arc protected 
under the Ancient Monuments and 
Archaeological Areas Act 1979 (DoE 1990, 
PPG 16, Annex 3: 1-17). Such sites are 
considered by tbe Secretary of State for the 
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r' , .. "t to be of national importancc 
and worthy of preserv,ltion. Any 
development affecting such sites will require 



a consent issued by the Secretary of State and 
should be discussed with representatives from 

• • M "' C<. • 

.tmgll;ll H<" )L11I1" ~Ul" " 'J v, 

statutory advisors) at as early a stage as 
possible. 

SMR: County Sites and Monuments Record 
A record of all known sites in the county is 
maintained by the County Archaeological 
Service of Hereford and Worcester County 
Council. 

Sites of archaeological interest 
Those sites registered with the County Sites 

,,.1 ~ n, -m' ;, . .< sites 

of archaeological interest for planning 
purposes (Statutory Instruments 1988 no 
1813). 
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Appendix 1 The archive 

The archive consists of: 

93 Context rccords AS 1 
24 Fieldwork progrcss rccords AS2 
6 Photographic records AS3 
34 Context finds sheets AS8 
24 Scale drawings 
J Box of finds 

All primary records and finds are kept at: 

County Archaeological Service 
Hereford and Worcester County Council 
Tethury Drive 
Warndon 
W oreester WR4 9LS 

'I'el Worcester (0905) 58608 

A security copy of the arehivc has been 
olaeed at: 

Hereford and Worcester County Museum 
H artlehury Castle 
Hartlehury 
Near Kidderminster 
Worcestershire DYll 7XZ 

Tel Hartlebury (0299) 250416 



Appendix 2 

Jndex of archaeological sites - Kidderminster, Blakedown and Haglcy Bypass 

HWCM 134 
HWCM 339 

HWCM 1091 
HWCM 3152 
HWCM 3167 
HWCM 3232 
HWCM 3366 
HWCM4869 
HWCM 5835 

HWCM 6735 
HWCM 9557 
HWCM 9618 
HWCM9900 

HWCM 9903 
'-'wrM 1 'i'i'l1 

HWCM 15592 
HWCM 15593 
HWCM 155\14 

prehistoric barrows, documc::ntary 
Iron Agc hillfort, earthwork 
prehi,loric flints, finds 

Iron Age flnds, finds 
Roman coin, finds 
Ruman hoard~coin, rinds 
Ruman road, buried remains 
Iron Age? l1eld sy,lem, earthwork 
medieval ridge an.d furrow, earthwork 

undated hollow ay, documentary 
undated millpond, documcutary 
po.st,-mediev;~l hrickworks, documentary 

medieval park, documentary 
S;lxon religious house, documentary 
undated cemetery, folklore 
undated millpond, earthwork 

pust-medieval fIshpond, documentary 
19th century millpond, earthwork 
medieval woodland bank, earthwork 

post-medieval buildings, documentary 
undated fishponds, e;:uthwork 
post .. medieval quarry, buried remains 

. Index of arcbaeological sites - A449 Link 

HWCM 133 undated fishpond, earthwork 

HWCM 135 und;llcd enclosure, cropmark 

HWCM 136 undated occupation, platename 

HWCM 1178 saxon religjous house, documentary 

HWCM 2381 Roman pottery, documentary 
.••. 'o~~ ;11,,~,,~ ",r' " ... 

HWCM 12120 prehis.toric flints; finch; 

HWCM 12217 prehistorjc flints., j'jnds 

HWCM 12218 prehistoric flints, I.lnds 
Roman pOllery, fin us 

HWCM 12219 Mesolilbic flints, finds 

HWCM 12220 prchi<loric flint>, finds 

HWCM 12221 prehistoric flints, finds 

HWCM 12222 Me,olithic flints, flnds 

HWCM 12223 Ne"lithic flint>, finds 

Luw Hill narllebmy 
Wychhnry Camp Hagley 

Wyehbury "agley 

Wychbury Hagley 

WychbulY Hagley 

Hagley hill Hagley 

Hurcott Churchill& B 

T0l1on Hanlebury 

Dune)cnt Park Stone 

Broadwaters Kidderrninster 

Round Hill IIaglcy 

Stanklins Pool Stone 

Caplain's Mill Stone 

Hagley Wood Hagley 

Ih.glcy hill IIaglcy 

Wychbury Hagley 

Round Hill Hagle)' 

Wolverley 
Wolverley 

StonecrQft Churchill & B 

I5mere Wolverlcy 

Ismere Wolverley 

SleeDV Mill Wolverley 
Wol verley 
Wolverley 
Wolverlcy 

Wolverlcy 
Wolvcrley 
Wolvcrley 

Wolverley 
Wolverley 

SO 842731 
SO 91918178 

,~ ,,<Oo,~ 

SO 92128172 
SO 923814 
SO 92098117 
SO 859 779 
SO 84357230 
SO 8676 

SO 866797 
SO 91648148 
SO 85707480 

SO 84907490 

SO 934813 

SO 92 
SO 91888152 
SO 91708139 

SO 85808098 
SO 85658166 
SO 864079),:; 

SO 86007900 
SO 86157930 

SO 855806 
SO R56809 
SO 85708100 
SO 85828070 

SO 85538109 
SO 85608036 
SO 85808028 

SO 85928018 
SO 86148010 



Appendix 3 

Secretary of State's criteria for scheduling 
Ancient Monuments - Extract from 
Archaeology and Planning DoE Planning 
policy guidance 16, November 1990 

Thc following criteria (which arc not in any 
M.-1pr qf rankin!'") arc used for assessing the 
national importance of an ancient monument 
and considering whether scheduling is 
appropriate. 111e criteria should not however 
be regarded as definitive; rather they are 
indicators which contribute to a wider 
judgement bas"d on the individual 
circumstances of a case. 

Period: all types of monuments that 
characterise a category or period 
should be considered [or preservation. 

ii Rarity: there are some monument 

III 

IV 

. '" ",1..;,.1.. ;ft • . . k "Tf> 

so scarce that all surviving examples 
which still retain some archaeological 
potcntial should be preserved. In 
general, however, a selection must be 
made which portrays the typical and 
commonplace as well as the rare. 111i8 
process should take account of all 
aspects of the distribution of a 
particular class of monument, both in 
a national and a regional context. 

Documentation: the significance of a 
monument may be enhanced by the 

. L·. ,1." . 
.cA'"'''''''''' V' , ...... '" t' . 

investigation or, in the case of more 
rccent monuments, by the supporting 
evidence of contemporary written 
record~. 

Group value: the valuc of a single 
monument (such as a field system) 
may be greatly enhanced by its 
association with related contemporary 
monuments (such as a settlement and 
cemetery) or with monuments of 
different periods. In some eases, it is 
preferable to protect the complete . . , . 
group 01 nTOT et>, "ne> "b 

associated and adjacent land, rather 
than to protect isolated monuments 

v 

VI 

vii 

within the group. 

Sunl;vallCondition: the survival of a 
monument's archaeological potential 
hoth abovc and below ground is a 
particularly important consideration 
and should be assessed in relation to 
its present condition and survIving 
features. 

Fragility/Vulnerability: highly 
important archaeological evidence 
from some field monuments can be 
destroyed by a single ploughing or 
unsympathetic treatment; vulnerable 
monuments of this nature would 
particularly benefit from the statutory 
protection which scheduling confers. 
There are also existing standing 
structures of" particular form or 
comlllexitv whose value can again be 
severely reduced by neglect or 
careless treatment and which are 
similarly well suited by scheduled 
monument protection, even if these 
structurcs are already listed buildings. 

Diversity: some monuments may be 
selected for scheduling because they 
possess a combination of high quality 
features, others because of a single 
important attribute. 

viii Potential: on occasion, the nature of 
'hp p,,;~~,,~,. (".TlTlnt' hp <necificd 
precisely hut it may still be possible to 
document reasons anticipating its 
ex istence and importance and so to 
demonstrate thc justification for 
scheduling. This is usually confined 10 
sites rather than upstanding 
monuments. 



Appendix 4 

Notes supplied by Wychhury Archaeology Society 



n. WYNAL I.ANT.'. SOUTH. WOLLESCOTE. STO[JRBRfDGE. WEST MWLANW DY<) 9AH. 
Telephonc: LYE 891101 (C.BA. RcglO>l 8 No. 3(;2) 

The ':3ec.retary of 3ta L(:! for Transport. 

)49) gi&5 raj '" 
Dear Sir. 

I Wl s1"1 to lodge- the following object ions on b(:hal.~' of Lhe above 
Society ar,a,inst the bllilding of the Hagley By-PaE~;, i.Tl that; 

I. Th~ By-Pass will tutBlly destroy Lhe Round Hill/RockinghDm 
TUTnuJ.ii this hill is a Iwtural Olltcrop ini.,o -...rhh:h a single 
burial ~haIDbel' has been GUt. This burinl. is in the Cel.tic 
fr.!,:.;hion for a Wurrior O:r Chiefi,nintin that i7, had a Yew iJl~ee 
plnnted over it~ The Yew trc(.) cf:;timateo al hoinf, .in eX~Q;:-'~; 

ur I ,000 y~ar3 of age fr.}l down in I9J(;. As the burial. is 
in [jj,l-ec~ line of ,the Mai,Il SouthGrn Gate of U1C fort, 'it mUG!. 

have heen for SOmeone of great i.mportance. 

~? A r,Jacial/Anc:ic;nt pO[lCl will elGo t)(: desr,l·oyed; In Lhi...s 
porld 1;(;0 coin~·; of the Ist E1Upirc: 'W():ri~ i'ouno (Nnsh)1738. 
rind in .l88-:i a stone [I<lee found by Hr ~1aI'Len~ 

J~ Dafilagc and destruction will. bt~ doue to r]cfc:nf;ive banks 
and d.l tche.s I f-iomc of wh·j ch al·e no"'" pr(·~~;ume.d to be the Gi t{~ of 
a Roman ca.mp on the si.de of the hill. 

I, _ Add i ti onal defen.si vc; bank;; and the run in C:riu~;e\Jay j nto the 
fort will alGo be destroyed~ 

5. The :;lip roads will also fo110\.1 the line of t.he ancient 
road frolD the for-l. to Romolcy. 

6. The By-Pass will abo "ut Wychbury Hill off f",om the 
ClcnL, I-Ialton ,Calco1,i; and RQm"l~y hills, th€reby cutting 
a Jer,endary battlefield in twu. A thn,c dny battle waS 

foughi, over these h:ills betweBn the Britons and the SaxonG. 
I.hi>; could only haVE! been I.he [jlittJe of Mons Badonicu". 
Trlere is ample ~viueIlce ).11 and ;:]x(Jund the arc:.a ::;ufficjeIlt 
to prove. this if Gorr(-~~t arehae.u.lof,ical digs are made. 



He an:.; th\:n~forc: ;:-;LaLing thAt, whc:tl Lhe arc.haco1.oriC<1l t)unrc~y~:; arc 
hcinr, made thrJi. wC Ilrf": ':lblc: to show Lhn preClS€] posit.ion~j vi' the vartolJS 
Gitc~, and tombs. The six cave i".olllhs and the; major Lomb of R01Jnn, 

lli ll./r{ockinchnrn Tll.o)llli rl\nh: ~,r:v<:n; ~;(·~v€n:is the nurnber f.~.ivcn in all the 
T,cg\!nrls r~l.<lting to the bU2"j.al or Al"thur and hi:-:; i,<,larrlors. 

Fl(~f()rt: tlnythj,nf, is donE~ Lo rl.cstl'OY Lhi::; maJor part. o~ our n r;:r1. 1•a gc 
a .corT(;~ct <:!.rchaeolof,ical dig m\J~"d, be done and pa id fo~. 

I tust thnt. ~;omf:! attefltioIl will now be paj.d to our many lett,ers 
rcl<1Ling to this matt.eT and thf:. corre~;.t procedures be fol1owed. 

YOlJn, faitllful.ly, 
il . {if} "..t ~_ ___--~ -------- ---

-<j+ CVr>- VlA--Xl ____ 

Granv i lie Calder. Direc"tor. 
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HWCC site investigation notice, 10/09/92 
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Appendix 6 

English Hcri lage Register of Battlefields 



o 
English Heritag 

;:'O'Ir-ess H:)u,,", ~~ Sc;~I'p p.c· ..... Lo.Jncc~ ;,', , X ';·.8 '7ele~"::.ne 1J71"n~ 3;)((' r,]( ;;--:-, 9~J ~!X:I 

o ~(:~F.G;,,,:,cl EVA.NS : ::::r:-:;Us;-, ':-le:- i t2.~el 

R~~i~~e~ c~ a~ttlefi~!d8 

:r. ':1e ril'.':'':.e ?ol;::er 1'":ii3 CC~O.-, Int:.e:r:":.i".:", -c: -;:h-e '-:,o-_'C'.-r,:iJl::!r,':. i,,·~·i-::.e..j 
~ng:lsn -Heritage to p~~pa~e aegist r G~ B~ttlEf~elds, 7~e 
.:..r:'~' ·ta,::~.:::.:-t .::;c.:ne o.:r,::c:L" thE! 'r.ea:::!.i:-.g ::.C I- EC ca'::.::"cr," :::'.1t ':'::e a:=c:ompa
n;n. ,g t.::x-:::' Ina::'.e ~t c:!-~o;:" :,r,c.t '''~1l18 ':.t",e ~-:;i5't.er _'::11. ... 1::': ':;.e ':"n:crrr
ot::" 'e. -.... j.'::tc·.J':.. dl::-e:::':. l~Qa::' e.ffe:::t :..~ .... -(~.-J,.:.l::'. "r,a .... 'f! a rc~e t.:::. pIa:-' ~r 
th~ centro: of ~~e ~e;elopment aE :8,d th:ough ~~e ;la~,i~g 
:;:::.rcce.ss. :r, :::ons:..c.er-:"r.g C'J::::-- response: t.o t::,.is ~nv::"tatior, '~'e. (~:::-s'::. 
cO~5ide~ed ~h~the= exist.l~g ~esignati ns m!gh~ ca~~r for the 
:;::t'o =: le:;:') , The -esser,tiOllly ~ran:5ito:ry nat' re of :::..;.r:~lefield ever.ts 
me nt that w~ile eleme~ts of ~te battle ield ~igtt be ca~ered for 
(e 9ra'~'e-pits: t.r,er-e s'till :--eroained he p-robl~rn. of according 
re ogni:10~ :;::. the ~i~er histo~ically s'gnifican: ar€aS. There is 
al c a~ple evide~ce ~or conte~po~ary i~terest in battle~ield 
si es, All this suggested that a Register woul~ have a real 
:'J ,ctio:1 ar.a ro:"e to pl;;'ly. lr, ·GOr,.5t uctir,g '::he. register the 
:::;::. ,strdir.ts ;::.f t:!e Gcve.:--nment. i::l.vit.atio, -;nust be bo:rn i.1 ':':",lr,d. 

As this is esse~~ially a planning ~ocument the que.sti;::.n of 
n~t'J..:'e of evi::!.;:r.:::e of ba::.tlefield ~,ust be consio€red. Sea 
air ba~tles are excluded. Any .5truc ures ass)ciated ~ith them 
~e protected by existing legislat~8 (scheduli~g, listing an~ 

co s~r ... 'a"".;.ion areas ~8get.her · ... 'it.h asSOC ato!!c!. l'se~tlr,S"··' cOI1t.~ols). 
':'1'. e. saCle '':::'':::' c.~:;:: 11 to the evidence c::: sieges, "?o:; a ba c. 1;. le t ie ld 
to ::::e a ccns::..de::"o':.i.on in ':.he pla:ininq . ro·:::ess ·'the;::,e :::l'...Lst be .5Or.'.e 
~rec~sion i~ ciet.e.r=ini~; ~'ts lccation. This has meant that ~at
-:.:es ::e.f.:-:e :"ial:!on (,11",,) 9S11i ars: not eligible. Th.e last batt::"€ on 
E:'..~lisb se-il tG be e::':...:;ihle ~s that. of c!.i:~on 1-I.80r (,t..'J 17~5~ 
H,e ',Jse. e~ trcc:;:·s i:1 civi::" d~s0:--:je.r ~s net ;::"eg.a:--·:::' Co as e1~gib1e. 
"Eattles ::cug:i.':. i: b.:.ilt-'J? 2.reoS (eg S f.,lbans I ~,~5;· or :?~e.st:)n 
17151 ca~~ct be ~5ef~11y defined ~~ ~:-n~ins te=ws, ~or ca~ those 

1:. ':le.C. e::"ds .... 'r, ich :"1.~ ' .... e. ~ee:l .:)',J i i".:. 0~'e~ (eq S'::. I. ~ ba ns I I H,,:: 1 ~ n. 
b sic iistinct~~~ is dra~~ be':.~ee~ :hc e ~3ttles ~~~C~ are called 

i~e5" a~d those wh~~h can be po;::"t of t.he ?lan~~ns prccess ~h~~l! 
art' e ca 11 ec. "f ie::"d s" ]..sscc:"ated '~'i-~t, 'the registe-:- ' ... 'i::":' be Co list of :'-::.attle-s':'tes 
a.d sieg-es, ;or,e m.;:.':'n ~egiste.:; oS?nt;:-ie.s ..... 'ili. cortai:1 ~3sic re::':e;::"
e ,ce mate.rial 3':::'0-"':'::' the t:att.le, th record of tt,e: "'n':'s-.:.cric 

.'.I::':ror.TD02nt'l r 21 s':t'ntt,e.tic accoun~ a d a cons.t.raint plan, T:;"e 
o~osals for dra~ing cp the registe have oeen ;ut to English 
=- i "cage adv isory boo i es. ·ri'e ha '.le t:;-acted t~e Na t icr,a 1 A~my 
seUAi to c;::.rlTL the d:::-aft register a d '::.his ..... '::.11. t:.e p\J': C'..J't t.o 

::::ons'u.:.tation be:cr!:! becoming f in.Col. I is ho?.e.d t.;".2It ':.t,is j:!rccess 
~ill have been cc~ple~ed by April 19 J. We are also considering 

ett.!..ng up an advisc-:-y panel and _evie ... ' prOCE'5S ~';l. oroer tc 
110'''; a regula.r cC:lsiderat::'or, of the entriES .:;r·,c. theit:'" detailS. 

,Worxtnq list ot eligible ba~tles 

Haldon. (991} field 
stamfor-d Bridge (1066) sit~ 
r;ast ing s (1 D66) field 
The st.andard ~ lU 8) fie ld 
Lir.coln (1::;.4.1) site 
Le ...... es (126 .... ) field 
E.\!e.sh3~ (:!.265) field 
~e:ville I s CroSS (1]46) (b'...Lilt ?) 

ott.erburn (lJSSl field 
HOJI',ilclcn Hill (1)1a:n sLte 
Sh=evsbury {1~~3} field 
St Albans I (145S) town 
Blare Heath (::'459) '::ield 
~crt.harnptcn {l~SO)bui~t 
.... 'ake.field (u se:, s.ite 
y,orti~er'$ Cross (146:)site 
s':. ,r..::,.bilns 11 (14.61)'ouilt 
Tcwton (14S::'1field 
~e<!ge.ly Koor (:'46~): ield 
Hexhan:. {1':!'64) site 
~d.:;cote (:::'.j, 65) s.i ':.e 
ETD.?inghaTD (1410) si:.e (~ef Kinr!oss, ~l,Jtl:!;1d, 
:aa::-net (1471) =-ui 1 t. 

"loosecGa~ ~ie~~l 

7ew~esbury (1471)field 
Bos~orth (1485)fi e ld 
stcXe Field (l4.B7) f:ield 
Floc.den (1'513) f:ield 
Edgehil~ {16~2}field 
~radocik Down (1643}tield (Kinr~5s) 
stratton (1-64:n fie.ld 
Chalgrove (16t.,1)f'ield 
Lansdo1Jn Hill (1.643): i e id 
Ro..:nd .... ay Do· ... 'n (::'64:1) si':.e 
J"e-wPCr)' ! (164:q bu i 1 t 
~inceby (1643)field(Kinros s ) 
~ewa=k (16~))town(Kinro5s) 
Cneriton (16~~)fleld 
Cropredy ~ridge (16~4)fiel~ 

~5 pt:'"o~~e~s. wit~ Civil War 
~att:es v skir~':'shes, seve~al 
~:)re ccu~d De added. 

~a=ston Koor (:64~)~ielc 
Lost ..... ithiel (1e.4~) site? ver~ d:spersed 

~ew~ury 11 (164 4lfie l d 
Naseby (1645)field ~ 
L~n~port (16~S)field 
'j..Iorceste.-::- (1651) to'.m/bu.L:'t. 
S e.jg BTDOCr ': 168 5) fie:"d 
?re5t.or, (1115~ t.o'ol"r. 
Cli!torl Moor (::'745)fiel~(Kin~bss) 

47 en:.ries. 28 bat'tle fieldsl, for defi~it~c~s c! s~at~s see 

above. 



Appendix 7 Extracts from Hereford and Worcester County Structure Plan 

(a) Approved Written Statement 1985 

Policy BEl - In considering the mass, height 
and siting of new rlevelopment, the policy is 
to have regard to the effect new development 
will have on the landscape by ensuring that:-

11 pronunem VIews IO ano rrom niusiuc, 
and across open countryside or towns are 
protected from the intrusion of large scale 
development. The setting of historic and 
attractive man-made features such as 
cathedrals, chnrches and notable buildings 
should therefore he protected. 
iii New development will not adversely 
affect sites of historic, 
archa.eological .... value; 

Policy BE19 - The County Council will 
where considered appropriate make full use 
of existing powers, including the provisions 
of the Ancient Monuments and 
Archaeological Areas Act 1979, to protect 
ancient monuments. 

Policy BE2t - The County Council will 
request the appropriate planning authorities in 
carrying out their function oI development 
control to ensure that important 
archaeological remains are not destroyed. 
However, where this is unavoidahle 
arrangements should he made by the 
appropriate planning authority (whether by 
imposition of conditions or otherwise) to: 

i Either allow access and sufficient time 
for qualified archaeologists to record (and 
if necessary excavate) the remains in 
advance of and where necessary during 
development, or 
jj Retain and make accessible the 
archaeological features within an 
appropriate setting. 

(b) Proposed Second Alterations to the 
Written Statement (HWCC September 
1991) 

All policies mentioned in Appendix 7a are 
proposed for deletion, to be replaced by: 

. . 
• v.:~~ ,-,.1"-" v<,; , "P~'U""uo 

activities which would adversely affect 
scheduled ancient monuments or other sites 
of archaeological interest and their settings 
will not normally be allowed. 

Attention is also drawn to the justification for 
Policy CTC5 on page 6 of this document. 

The Secretary of State for the Environment 
has proposed modification to this policy as 
follows:-

Policy CTCS - delete the words "operations 
or activItIes . 

The County Council has agreed with this 
modification. 
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Fig 14 

EVALUATION AREA 4: ROUND HILL (HWCM 9618) TRENCH 6 

POST-MEDIEVAL STONE BASE. Scale 1:8 



Fig 13 

EVALUATION AREA 1: TORTON (HWCM 15596) 

NEOLITHIC D-SHAPED SCRAPER: Scale 1:1 
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